UNAUTHORIZED USE  University Property - Unauthorized Use  MAR 18 2005-Friday at 14:10  05-03-18-09295
Location: E-QUAD  050422
Summary: RP, a Princeton University staff member, reported unauthorized use of rooms by members from another department within the Equad. Unit dispatched. Report filed; case referred.

LARCENY-THEFT  From Buildings  MAR 18 2005-Friday at 18:28  05-03-18-09317
Location: CAP & GOWN  050423
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported the apparent theft of a cellular phone from an eating club. Unit dispatched. Investigation revealed the cell phone was removed from a coat pocket. No suspects or witnesses developed. Report filed; case referred.

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF  Criminal Mischief  MAR 18 2005-Friday at 20:45  05-03-18-09331
Location: JADWIN PHYSICS  050425
Summary: RP, a DPS staff member, observed two knockout posts damaged. Unit dispatched. Investigation revealed two knockout posts had been uprooted from the ground. No suspects or witnesses developed. Report filed; case referred.

NOISE COMPLAINT  Noise Complaint  MAR 18 2005-Friday at 21:18  05-03-18-09336
Location: MAGIE APARTMENTS  050424
Summary: RP, a Princeton University staff member, complained that individuals in the adjoining apartment were making excessive noise. Units dispatched. Investigation revealed that the neighbors were not making excessive noise. Report filed; case referred.

LARCENY-THEFT  Bicycles  MAR 19 2005-Saturday at 01:01  05-03-19-09356
Location: DICKINSON ST 15  050426
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported the apparent theft of a locked bicycle. Unit dispatched. Investigation revealed unknown persons cut the lock and removed the bike. No suspects or witnesses developed. Report filed; case referred.

SUSPICIOUS PERSON  Suspicious Person  MAR 19 2005-Saturday at 03:50  05-03-19-09371
Location: ROCKEFELLER COLLEGE  050427
Summary: RP, a DPS staff member, reported observing an individual come from the bushes outside of an academic building onto Nassau Street, carrying a yellow bag. Additional units dispatched. Individual was stopped, identified and given a Field Inquiry Card. Report filed; case referred.

LARCENY-THEFT  From Buildings  MAR 20 2005-Sunday at 09:52  05-03-20-09522
Location: FIRESTONE LIBRARY  050428
Summary: RP, a Princeton University alumni, reported the apparent theft of a wallet. Unit dispatched. No suspects or witnesses developed. Area searched with negative results. Report filed; case referred.

INJURY/ILLNESS  Intoxicated Person  MAR 20 2005-Sunday at 22:17  05-03-20-09611
Location: CHARTER CLUB  050429
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported that a student was in need of a transport to UHS due to intoxication. Unit dispatched. Individual transported to UMCP by DPS due to injury to head. UHS notified. Report filed; case referred.